ABSTRACT This paper presents the design of an affective algorithm for implementing autonomous decisionmaking systems that incorporate an emotional stabilizer mechanism for the use in the stock market domain. Emotions have a direct influence on human decision-making processes. Non-deterministic behavior in humans can be partially explained by emotions. In this sense, an artificial emotion can be implemented as a synthetic abstraction derived from the observation of human emotions. This paper presents studies related to emotional stability and emotional regulation. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is not possible to identify studies that define a relationship between the regulation of artificial emotions and the decision effectiveness of autonomous decision-making systems, specifically for the stock market domain. With the aim to improve investment results in the stock market domain, a mechanism based on artificial emotions is presented that was designed as a single layer of decision criteria defined by both rational and emotional perspectives. Along with the proposal of an emotional stabilizer mechanism, different values of emotional bandwidths and emotional update rates were tested, aiming to explore the degree of influence of these parameters on the effectiveness of investment decisions made by artificial investors. Our proposal considers the definition of an experimental scenario based on official data from the New York Stock Exchange. The results are promising and include a linear regression analysis. The test results suggest that the use of autonomous affective decision-making systems with emotional stabilization can improve the effectiveness of the decision made.
I. INTRODUCTION
People always have emotions, and they express them every day. Each emotional reaction depends, in turn, on several types of variables: the specific circumstances observed or lived, the current individual risk level, equivalent past experiences, knowledge available, and social influence, to name a few. Emotional states have an important influence on decision-making processes. Emotion may act as a promoter or suppressor of specific actions or decisions. In fact, emotions have a continuous influence on human acts, that is, humans are frequently in a rational-emotional state.
Neuroscience offers evidence that the decision-making process is a unified rational-emotional process [1] , [2] . According to Mayer and Salovey, emotional intelligence can be understood as the capacity to reason about emotions and the enhancement of thinking by emotions; in addition, emotional intelligence allows the individual to reflectively regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth. Emotional intelligence implies knowing and managing one's own emotions, self-motivation, recognizing the emotions of other people, and managing social relationships. In this sense, because emotions have an influence on both individual and social decisions, the emotional regulation process has a critical impact on human behavior. For example, people with low self-esteem have a low motivation to improve their negative moods [4] , generating a very different perception of reality relative to people with high self-esteem. The central idea behind emotional regulation is to identify and control the emotions felt by a person [5] . Studies related to emotional regulation and decision-making have shown that emotions derived from specific choice situations can be controlled or regulated through an intentional effort, which allows changes in the parameters that influence decisionmaking and, consequently, the decisions made [6] . There exist several techniques to modify emotional reactions, which include, e.g., the suppression of negative emotions and thinking about pleasant things or circumstances. During emotional regulation, people may increase, maintain, or decrease emotional intensity. Emotional regulation often involves changes in emotional responses [7] .
On the other hand, a market corresponds to a physical or nonphysical space where suppliers and demanders interact over any good or service. When talking about financial markets, the traded instruments correspond to financial assets. A financial market is a mechanism that brings together buyers and sellers of financial instruments, which allows transactions to be made through their systems [8] . Stock markets are a representative example of a decision environment under uncertainty, where it is not possible to exactly determine what will happen with the behavior of a company, a sectorial industry, the economy of a country, or, specifically, with a stock. In this sense, an investor who has several kinds of information about market behavior, future economic expectations, and information about his own investments makes each investment decision. Using available information, which can be partial, incomplete and not necessarily reliable, each investor configures his own notion of confidence and then decides about his own investments. Investor confidence is based on a unified perception along a rational dimension (e.g., analytical indicators) and an affective dimension (e.g., emotions derived from the performance of an investment). Thus, each investment decision is made under an uncertain scenario, where uncertainty has two different sources: one external to the investor, that is, the high complexity of financial markets, and the other internal to the investor, that is, his own behavior conditioned by emotions.
The use of affective systems has increased in recent years, shaping new research initiatives in the domain of text mining [9] , [10] , tutoring systems [11] , recognition of human expressions [12] - [15] , or the relationships between humans and robots [16] , to name a few. The incorporation of the affective dimension within automated systems has extended the scope and capabilities of these systems. This incorporation represents a novel approach to designing and implementing new technology, where two different objectives can be addressed. First, there is the recognition of emotions and moods in humans, where the use of specific hardware components and software architectures, image processing algorithms and rules allows the interpretation of signals obtained from each human expression [17] , [18] . Second, there is the design of decision-making systems with an artificial affective dimension that can be used as an additional criterion in decision environments. Examples of this type of technology are available in [19] , [20] .
The increased use of home automation systems, the emergence of concepts such as the ''Internet of Things'' and the ''Smart City'', and the high business integration (e.g., investment platforms) are current examples of the need to further deepen the study and development of autonomous decisionmaking systems. In the stock market domain, the current trading platforms and commercial systems are highly dependent on instructions defined in each trading period by a human investor. In this context, it is not possible to observe a commercial trading platform with autonomous behavior devoted to stock markets. Having autonomous decisionmaking systems in the stock market domain could enable the autonomous systems themselves to make an autonomous decision, negotiate or reach alliances in order to improve returns on investment instruments, or to share relevant information in the event that there is any imminent risk in the market. A preliminary approach to the above was presented in our past research in [21] .
Because affective decision-making systems are bioinspired on the human affective dimension, it is important to analyze how to incorporate the affective dimension within decision-making systems in terms of selecting the type of emotions, defining emotional transition functions, and defining the degree of influence of the affective dimension in decision-making systems. Regarding the above, a new emotional model that incorporates emotional stability theories was developed. The main thrust of the current study was to explore how the stabilization of the affective dimension influences the effectiveness of the decision-making system. Thus, the novelties of our current work are that (1) it defines an emotional stabilizer mechanism for affective artificial investors devoted to making autonomous decisions in the stock market domain, (2) it defines an affective algorithm to invest in the stock market, which allows an emotional stabilizer mechanism to be implemented, (3) it defines an experimental scenario for the affective algorithm, based on official data from the New York Stock Exchange, and (4) by use of the affective algorithm, it analyzes promising experimental results with statistical relevance. Thus, with the ability to design and implement autonomous decision-making systems based on artificial emotions, the role of emotional stabilization within an affective algorithm on these systems can be a key to the success and effectiveness of each investment decision under uncertainty.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related literature. Section 3 explains the use of artificial emotions within autonomous decisionmaking processes on stock markets, describing an emotional stabilizer mechanism and an affective algorithm for artificial investors. Section 4 shows the scenario description and experimental results. Section 5 presents a discussion of the obtained results, and finally, Section 6 presents conclusions of the work done and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Among works related to the stock market domain, one research area addresses automated trading platforms [22] - [26] , which operate based on instructions defined by human investors. Every decision made by these platforms is based exclusively on human instructions, for example, sell a stock when its price reaches a value X (where X is the price indicated by the human investor). It is important to mention VOLUME 6, 2018 that these platforms do not consider human affectivity as an investment profile parameter. In the same sense, these platforms do not use artificial affectivity in their internal operating mechanisms.
In contrast, other types of studies associated with the stock market domain are devoted to, e.g., predicting the behavior of stock markets [27] - [29] , simulating the stock market using agents [30] - [32] , defining trading rules based on genetic network programming [33] , and developing a decision support system for intraday investment recommendations [34] . In all reviewed cases, it has not been possible to observe the use of artificial emotions as part of the internal components of the systems and tools or as part of the decision criteria.
Bertella et al. [35] , within an artificial capital market, studied the behavior of an investor agent that modifies its investment strategy considering the number of successes or failures observed in previous investments. Several memory lengths and degrees of confidence are observed in the investor agent. However, it was not possible to observe a formal modeling of an affective dimension, particularly a set of artificial emotions with their model of emotional transition. In another sense, the type of decision an agent can make corresponds to a binary choice between a risky stock that gives a variable return (stochastic) or selecting a stock without risk that gives a steady profit. In contrast, in our work, an investor agent can choose a stock at different levels of risk using its own and independent evaluations of the stock based on analyticalaffective criteria.
Several studies in the fields of emotional stability and emotional regulation have been developed to explore the role of emotional stability in the use of the Twitter social media platform [36] ; to determine the efficacy of special teaching methods for young children in learning emotional selfregulation [37] ; to examine the correlations between the types of adult attachment, self-esteem level and emotional intelligence [38] ; or to study the relationships between verbal and non-verbal intelligence in connection with generalized anxiety disorder, depression and social anxiety symptoms [39] . Laakasuo et al. [40] studied the influence of emotional stability on decisions in the game of poker. The results suggest that poker players with better emotional stability are associated with better financial success in the game. Emotional stability predisposes poker players to continue playing poker, which in turn leads to increases in experience and in the ability to play. In the same sense, poker players with more experience tend to develop the ability to tolerate high levels of emotional pressure and the ability to remain calm during the decisionmaking process that involves large sums of money.
The literature has presented studies related to emotional stability and emotional regulation. However, to our knowledge, it is not possible to identify studies that define a relationship between artificial emotional stability and how it is addressed in autonomous decision-making systems applied to the stock market domain. In the field of decision-making research, the flexibility of emotion implies that its impact on choices may also vary [41] . In this sense, regarding the stock market domain, it is important to explore how variation in emotional reactions can influence the choices of artificial investors. Specifically, in our study, we used different emotional parameters (e.g., emotional bandwidth, emotional update rates) with the aim of exploring the degree of influence of these parameters on the effectiveness of investment decisions. For the purposes of the present study, an emotional band corresponds to a continuous numerical range (not discrete) bounded by an upper limit and a lower limit on which an emotional variable can fluctuate. In the same sense, each rate of emotional update (i.e., the value that an emotional variable can have over time) accords with a specific mechanism of emotional updating, which is explained in section IV.
III. ARTIFICIAL EMOTIONS FOR AUTONOMOUS DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES ON STOCK MARKETS
This section includes an explanation of how investment decisions in stock markets are made, the influence of the affective dimension, and the configuration of bio-inspired artificial emotions within autonomous decision-making processes.
A. DECISION-MAKING ON STOCK MARKETS
To invest is to put money into financial schemes, shares, properties, or a commercial venture with the expectation of achieving a profit [42] . In this sense, an investment corresponds to an acquisition of an asset to which it is possible to allocate funds with the aim of protecting or increasing its value over time. A market corresponds to a physical or nonphysical place where suppliers and demanders interact over any good or service (buying and selling). Within a stock market, a stock represents a non-tangible good that corresponds to a fragment of a specific company.
Investors seek to increase the value of their investments over time. However, knowing the future value of an investment is very difficult (or perhaps impossible). To address this difficulty, two different analysis techniques can be used by investors to support their own decision-making: technical analysis and fundamental analysis. Technical analysis focuses on predicting the behavior of the investor and market through the movements of shares, in both volume and price, ignoring the use of tools for fundamental analysis [43] . In technical analysis, three principles are followed. First, the price evolves according to certain movements or patterns. Second, the market provides the necessary information to predict possible changes in trend. Third, what happened in the past will be repeated in the future. The use of technical analysis is incorporated into several automated platforms available on the market. For example, MetaTrader 5 [44] , an online platform that enables real-time stock trading, offers an ''automatic trading systems'' option that allows trade operations without the intervention of a human investor. With this option, the investor must configure a set of operating parameters so as to define the price at which to buy or sell a particular stock. In addition, the tool allows the use of ''investment strategies'' based on widely known investment indicators, such as MACD, Stochastic, ADX, RSI, and all numerical and analytical indicators. For example, RSI (Relative Strength Index) is an oscillation indicator that describes the movements of single stocks using sequences of the closing price [45] . An indicator value equal to or less than 30 indicates the stock is ''on-sale'': it is convenient to buy. Conversely, if the indicator is equal to or greater than 70, the stock is ''overbought'': it is convenient to sell.
On the other hand, fundamental analysis is the examination of the underlying forces that affect the wellbeing of the economy, industry groups and companies. As with most analysis, the goal is to develop a future price movement forecast and increase the value of the investments. While technical analysis is strongly used, fundamental analysis has become more important over time, since its line of study provides a comprehensive perspective on market behavior within a global context [46] , [47] .
Whereas in technical analysis, the market provides the best information quality related to the behavior of a stock, fundamental analysis studies the evolution of the company over a given period through a comparison between the company's performance and the industry average. It is important to mention that in both cases, an investor needs to outline an own notion of confidence in order to accept the analysis results and then make an investment.
The above allows explaining, for example, a situation where two investors who have the same investments and use the same analytical information (which can be obtained from technical, fundamental or mixed analysis) can finally make different investment decisions. Since each investor configures an own notion of confidence, in practice, the affective dimension associated with each investor has a very high degree of importance and incidence in each investment decision. Although it is possible to separate analytical processes, the analytical results are ultimately subjected to an internal and personal evaluation by the investor. The final investment decision is made considering both analytical and affective criteria.
An investor can buy or sell stocks along time, and the stock price can vary depending on several factors, e.g., investments by and/or in the company, economic indicators, the country's risk environment, the international behavior of commodities, and the investor's confidence, to name a few. A proposal to model the knowledge of the stock market using an affectiveoriented ontology was presented on our past research [48] . Because each choice depends on affective and analytical factors, which can vary over time, it is possible to classify the stock market domain within the broader domain of decisionmaking under uncertainty, where the probabilities and magnitudes of expected rewards and punishments are not explicitly known [49] .
B. ARTIFICIAL EMOTIONS AS AN INFLUENCE FACTOR ON AUTONOMOUS DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES
For Wooldridge [50] , an agent is ''a computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its delegated objectives''. An agent has the capabilities of reactivity, pro-activeness, and social ability. Several applications have been developed using agent technology. Nevertheless, agent software has no capability to feel genuine emotions. The software has no somatic components and has no human life experience. Human cognition depends on experiences associated with a body, which has several sensorimotor capabilities, and these individual sensorimotor capabilities are embedded in a wider context that includes biological, psychological and cultural aspects [51] . The embodiment concept implies that if a researcher wants to study some characteristics of a physical system (for example, how humans walk on the street), it is necessary to build an own physical system, that is, build a physical robot [52] . However, the inclusion of emotions within agents could allow the building of more-lifelike, believable, and helpful agents [53] . The future machines should be designed to allow fluent communication with people, because the ability to recognize and express emotions are inherent in human-like high-level communications [54] . Several researchers are trying to model emotions and to show how they affect human behavior and how environmental changes affect human emotions. However, there is no standard emotional model to represent such relationships. These models might have to be complex, and the effects of emotions in human behavior might differ individually [55] .
To design and implement artificial emotions, it is first necessary to know how emotions are understood within the human dimension. Lerner et al. [56] distinguished integral and incidental emotions. An integral emotion is associated with the configuration of a judgment or choice using a strong and routine characteristic of personality (e.g., not flying by plane due to a dislike of heights). Conversely, an incidental emotion emerges from daily life circumstances and often generates unexpected and non-conscious influences (emotional reactions). Specifically, when emotional reactions are unexpected, it is possible to consider three different techniques to reduce their effects: intentionally decrease the intensity of the emotion; intentionally reduce the importance of the emotion as an input within a decision-making process; and intentionally use an emotional bias opposite the emotional reaction observed. Because stock behavior can change each day and each hour, the type of emotional reaction that can be observed in the stock market domain corresponds to incidental emotions. In our work, an improved version of our affective algorithm is presented that incorporates a stabilizing mechanism to decrease the intensity of emotional reactions (more details about the mechanism are available in the next section).
The current work considers the use of three specific pairs of emotions: joy and sadness; fear and trust; and tranquility and anger. The criteria for selecting and using the mentioned emotions correspond to a basic choice among emotions with clear and distinguishable emotional states [57] . The formation of emotion pairs seeks to reflect opposite emotional reactions. In other words, it is not possible to simultaneously be in two opposite emotional states, such as joy and sadness. VOLUME 6, 2018 Each pair of emotions receives an initial configuration, and their values depend on business performance. Compliance with the objectives (or non-compliance with them) promotes the updating of emotional values, that is, generates emotional reactions.
Within an artificial investor (implemented as a software agent), artificial emotions act as a high-level behavior regulator, promoting the maintenance of stocks with good profitability, low risk or low probability of loss (depending of investment strategies) and influencing the selling of stocks that show a behavior that is not in accordance with the defined investment strategy. Regarding the criteria used in each decision, the current work proposes and defines a dual rational-emotional perspective. For this purpose, each investment decision needs both the analytical results obtained from the market (profitability, risk, the probability of loss) and the reactions generated in an investor agent through the behavior triggered by his artificial emotions. These two different but complementary dimensions give rise to a global perception of what happens in the market and allows the artificial investor to adapt his investment behavior.
IV. DEFINING AN AFFECTIVE ALGORITHM FOR INVESTMENT PROCESSES
This section includes an explanation of rational-emotional decision criteria used in the stock market; a description of how emotional behavior in artificial affective investors can be stabilized; and, finally, an explanation of an affective algorithm for application in an experimental scenario.
A. DECISION CRITERIA ON STOCK MARKETS
Within the context of the stock market domain, this work considers that the artificial investors make investment decisions only by determining the configuration of portfolios composed of stocks. A stock represents a nominative property associated with a specific company and has a value that can vary over time. This price variation (in terms of percentage) can be called profitability, and it is calculated from the returns observed over time. Thus, profitability can be positive or negative. When a stock maintains its price, the profitability value is zero. Markowitz affirmed that the behavior of stock markets follows the pattern of a normal probability distribution [58] . In other words, the profitability value will tend to average the daily profitability observed over time. Equation (1) shows that the return is the benefit or gain (price difference) divided by the amount of investment. Depending on each company, a dividend (Dj) may be delivered to investors.
Considering an investment portfolio, the global return is according to (2) :
Subjected to:
Where: w i : Weight of the ith stock in the portfolio. n p : Number of stocks in the portfolio. R i : Average return of the ith stock. When the price associated with a stock varies over time, the stock exhibits volatile behavior. Technically, the volatility is represented by the risk, which corresponds to a measure of the variability of observed returns along time. The risk of a stock is given by the value of its standard deviation. Equation (4) shows how risk is calculated for a portfolio of two stocks:
Where: σ i : Risk of the ith stock in the portfolio. σ j : Risk of the jth stock in the portfolio. w i : Weight of the ith stock in the portfolio. w j : Weight of the jth stock in the portfolio. C ij : Covariance between the ith and jth stocks in the portfolio.
A third decision criterion used in buying or selling stocks corresponds to the probability of loss associated with each stock. In this context, the probability of loss represents the probability that the price of a stock will decrease from a specific trading period to the trading period immediately following. Stock prices can increase or decrease over time. When the price decreases, a loss is observed. In each trading period, an artificial investor must consider the three decision criteria described above (profitability, risk, and the probability of loss) with three possibilities: maintain the current investment portfolio, sell all stocks contained in the investment portfolio, or change a specific stock in the investment portfolio. To do this, the artificial investor must determine the behavior of its investment portfolio, calculating a selectivity index associated with each stock according to (5) :
Equation (5) indicates that the selectivity of a stock i in a period j is determined from considerations of three different dimensions: profitability (F 1ij ), risk (F 2ij ), and probability of loss (F 3ij ). The components (q p ), (q r ), (q pl ) represent influence factors associated with profitability, risk, and probability of loss, respectively. These influence factors are user parameters. In contrast, the components (E 1j ), (E 2j ), (E 3j ) represent emotional factors directly associated with a specific financial dimension. The component (E 1j ) corresponds to the ''joysadness'' emotional band; the component (E 2j ) corresponds to the ''trust-fear'' emotional band; and the component (E 3j ) corresponds to the ''tranquility-anger'' emotional band. Each emotional band behaves independently and contains an opposite emotion whose value depends directly on the behavior of the financial dimensions. For a trading period j, if the profitability is positive, the component (E 1j ) increases its value to a positive emotion, i.e., the emotional value is shifted in the direction of joy. Conversely, if the profitability is negative, the component (E 1j ) decreases its value to a negative emotion, i.e., the emotional value is shifted in the direction of sadness. Furthermore, if the risk increases in value, the component (E 2j ) decreases its value to a negative emotion, i.e., the emotional value is shifted in the direction of fear. Conversely, if the risk decreases in value, the component (E 2j ) increases its value to a positive emotion, that is, the emotional value is shifted in the direction of trust. Moreover, if the probability of loss increases its value, the component (E 3j ) decreases its value to a negative emotion, i.e., the emotional value is shifted toward anger. Conversely, if the probability of loss decreases its value, the component (E 3j ) increases its value to a positive emotion, that is, the emotional value is shifted toward tranquility. In any case, if the profitability, risk or probability of loss do not vary in a specific trading period, their respective emotional components do not change but rather retain their previous value.
It is important to mention that every emotional band is influenced exclusively by the behavior of a single financial dimension. If the evolution of a financial dimension is positive for the artificial investor, its emotional value will be increased favorably, turning into a positive emotion (joy, trust, tranquility, as appropriate). In contrast, if the evolution of a financial dimension is negative for the artificial investor, its value will change to a negative emotion (sadness, fear, anger, as appropriate). Equation (6) illustrates the emotional update method used in each test.
This equation shows that the new emotional value (E xj ) depends directly on the immediately preceding emotional value (E xj−1 ), together with an updated emotional factor called EIF (Emotional Influence Factor), where X corresponds to each different emotional band available for use. This factor is a user parameter that does not change throughout the test run. To achieve a non-deterministic behavior (near emotional behavior in humans), a random factor is added so that in two or more similar financial scenarios, the emotional reaction is not necessarily identical.
Each emotional band has an independent behavior that depends on the behavior of the financial dimension associated with it and the rate of emotional update observed in each trading period. In terms of implementation, each emotional band is defined as a continuous numerical scale, where zero on the scale represents emotional neutrality, a positive value on the scale represents a positive emotion, and a negative value on the scale represents a negative emotion. For example, considering the emotional band (E 1j ), an emotional value 0.2 represents a weak emotional state of joy over a state of emotional neutrality, an emotional value 1.5 represents a clear state of joy, and an emotional value of −0.9 represents a state of sadness. Therefore, changes in the financial dimension ''profitability'' do not generate binary emotional states in the artificial investor but rather make it possible to generate behavior patterns that are correlated between financial and emotional dimensions.
B. STABILIZING EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR IN AFFECTIVE ARTIFICIAL INVESTORS
Because emotions show flexible behavior (in terms of the internal and external context), a mechanism to define ranges of emotional behavior is proposed with the aim of observing whether emotional stabilization has any impact on the decisions of an artificial investor. This mechanism is according to (7):
The above equation indicates that if the value of an emotional function is equal to or greater than an upper emotional limit, the value of the emotional function will be the upper emotional limit (ULimit). On the other hand, if the value of an emotional function is equal to or less than a lower emotional limit, the value of the emotional function value will be the lower emotional limit (LLimit). Otherwise, the emotional function retains its value. Fig. 1 shows that the emotional behavior (represented by a continuous line) varies between the upper limit located at point (0, 1) on the vertical axis and the lower limit located at point (0, −1) on the same vertical axis. The broken lines observed above the upper limit and under the lower limit represent a potential emotional behavior not contained within the emotional bandwidth. Table 1 shows an affective algorithm used by the investor agent in its investment decision-making process. In each trading period j, the investor agent obtains market information about stock behaviors (price variation). Then, if the investor agent does not have an investment portfolio, he configures one, considering for this purpose the selectivity index of each candidate stock belonging to available stocks of the capital market. If the investor agent has an investment portfolio, go to step 3: check the performance of its portfolio. This process implies determining the variation in profitability, risk, and probability of loss for all stocks contained in the investment portfolio. The emotional state is then updated according to (6) . If the emotional fluctuation reaches the upper or lower emotional limit, the emotional band is stabilized according to (6) .
C. AFFECTIVE ALGORITHM FOR INVESTMENT DECISION PROCESSES
Step 5 then determines whether the performance observed in the portfolio meets the investment criteria of investor agent k. If the above is true, the investor agent maintains its portfolio. Otherwise, step 6 is performed and changes are applied to the portfolio, calculating the VOLUME 6, 2018 selectivity for all candidate stocks (not considering the stocks that compose the portfolio in that moment), obtaining a modified investment portfolio. It must be considered that the algorithm is run during active trading periods.
V. SCENARIO AND RESULTS
This section includes a description of an experimental scenario and the experimental results obtained from two different tests.
A. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
The experimental scenario considers official data from the New York Stock Exchange corresponding to daily data on trading operations during the years 2012 and 2013 [58] (New York Stock Exchange Data, 2017). For this purpose, 50 companies were selected randomly and are represented by stocks. Investor agents with artificial emotions must configure investment portfolios (composed of two stocks) and check the market conditions during each trading period and with the capacity to maintain the investment portfolio or make changes to it. Investor agents used stock market data of 2012 when they made their first decision, that is, to configure the initial investment portfolio. In turn, the stock market data of the year 2013 was used to evaluate the performance of each investment portfolio. Each investor agent had an initial capital of US$ 10.000. Regarding the behavior of stock prices associated with the companies considered in the experimental scenario, it is observed that during 2012, the companies as a whole presented an annual average profitability of 7.7%, with the greatest profitability at 100.17% and the least at −56.2%. In the same year, an average risk level of 27.47% was observed. In 2013, the companies presented, as a whole, an annual profitability average of 29.67%, with the greatest profitability at 124.61% and the least at −50.38%. In the same year, an average risk of 32.26% was observed.
B. TEST 1: INITIAL COMPARISON
The initial test considers two types of investor agents: an investor whose emotional behavior does not have limits (IA-NL) and an investor who does have emotional behavior limits (IA-L). The emotional behavior of the second type of investor agent is stabilized according to (7) . The emotional amplitude allowable has a value of 1. This means that from a neutral emotional state (emotion valued at zero), emotional behavior can achieve a maximum positive value of 1 (a positive emotion) or a minimum negative value of −1 (a negative emotion). The above definition generates a continuous range of emotional behavior [−1, 1] in a similar manner to Fig. 1 . The objective of test 1 corresponds to observing whether the use of a stabilizer mechanism on the artificial emotional behavior has a positive impact on the effectiveness of the investment decisions, understanding effectiveness as an increase in investment capital during the trading periods.
The investment profile used by the investor agents is ''aggressive'', that is, they seek high profitability. In this sense, to begin the initial test, and considering equation (3), the components (q p ), (q r ), and (q pl ) are given the values 1, 0, and 0, respectively. This means that stocks with high profitability are strongly preferred in contrast to other types of financial behavior.
Meanwhile, the components E 1j , E 2j , E 3j are initially valued at zero with the idea of representing a neutral emotional state. These values are updated according to (6) (applied in each trading period), considering the behavior of each financial dimension separately. In the initial test, the emotional influence factor (EIF) is defined as 0.3 for E 1j , E 2j , E 3j , a value that is considered adequate. Table 2 shows the results obtained in the initial test. It is important to mention that because the investor agents have emotional components in their decision criteria (which propagate non-deterministic behavior), each experiment was performed 30 times independently. Thus, each value included in table 2 corresponds to an average of 30 different but equivalent experiments.
The column LSP represents the number of weeks in which an investor agent can tolerate an adverse investment scenario (considering its investment criteria). For example, a configuration with an LSP value of 3 implies that the investor is able to withstand 3 weeks without observing favorable results in its investment. Because investors can have different frustration tolerances, the LSP value offers a range of tolerance, from 1 week without observing favorable results to 8 weeks without observing favorable results. Each ''Initial (US$)'' column represents the initial investment capital available for each investor agent. Each ''Min (US$)'' column represents the minimum valuation of the investment portfolio associated with each investor agent. Each ''Max (US$)'' column represents the maximum valuation of the investment portfolio associated with each investor agent, and each ''Final (US$)'' column represents the final valuation of the investment portfolio, that is, the final investment capital available for each investor agent following all the trading periods.
The results show that investor agents IA-L obtain better available final investment capital than investor agents IA-NL for LSP 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. For the first investment strategy (LSP 1), both profiles lose investment capital during the trading periods: in the case of IA-NL, there is a capital loss of 11,85%; in the case of IA-L, there is a capital loss of 3,39%. The difference in the final capital obtained by both profiles is 9,6% (in favor of IA-L). Investor agent IA-L obtains positive results from LSP 2 onwards. In contrast, investor agent IA-NL obtains positive results from an LSP of 3 onwards. When LSP has a value of 2, the investor agent IA-L obtains a final profitability of 11,45%; meanwhile, investor agent IA-NL obtains a capital loss of 1,41%. For LSP 2, the difference in the final capital obtained by both investment profiles is 16,15% (in favor of IA-L). From an LSP value of 3 to an LSP value of 8, both investment profiles obtain positive profitability, showing a maximum of US$18.365 (IA-L for LSP 7 and LSP 8; IA-NL for LSP 8). This implies an annual profitability of 83,65%. From LSP 3 onwards, an essentially equivalent performance is observed, where the largest difference corresponds to 2,53% (observed for LSP 6). Fig. 2 graphically shows the final capital obtained by both investment profiles for all LSP values.
The results obtained by the initial test furnish a preliminary indication that the use of an emotional bandwidth has a positive impact on investor agents. Considering the above, it is necessary to explore in more detail how to vary the behavior and effectiveness of investment decisions in investor agents when the characteristics of the emotional bandwidth vary.
C. TEST 2: VARYING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EMOTIONAL BANDWIDTH
The second test considers variation in two different characteristics: the amplitude of the emotional bandwidth and the value of the emotional influence factor (EIF). The amplitude of the emotional bandwidth can have two values: 1 for a restricted emotional limit and 2 for an extended emotional limit. Note that in both cases, the emotional limit is defined in a symmetric manner, i.e., the restricted emotional bandwidth is defined by a continuous range [−1, 1], and the extended emotional bandwidth is defined by a continuous range [−2, 2]. Relative to EIF, the values are 0.1 (for a Low Update Rate -LUR), and 0.5 (for a High Update Rate -HUR). The above definitions generate four different configurations of emotional bandwidth: a restricted emotional bandwidth using LUR and HUR separately and an extended emotional bandwidth also using LUR and HUR separately. Table 3 shows the results obtained by the use of a restricted emotional bandwidth, and Table 4 shows the results obtained by the use of an extended emotional bandwidth. Considering Table 3 , it is possible to observe that, in general, the configuration used by HUR obtains better final results than the configuration used by LUR. For the first investment strategy (LSP 1), both profiles lose investment capital: in the case of LUR, the investor agent loses 15,19%; in the case of HUR, the investor agents lose 3,12%. For LSP 1, the difference in the final capital obtained by both investor agents is 14,2% (in favor of HUR). From LSP 2 onwards, both configurations of investor agents (LUR and HUR) obtain positive results. When LSP is valued at 6 (using HUR), 7 and 8 (using LUR and HUR), a final investment capital of US$18.365 is observed, representing the maximum level of profitability of investor agents. In other cases, the difference between LUR and HUR has an average of 6,7% (in favor of HUR).
Considering Table 4 , in general, the final investment capital obtained by investor agent HUR is better than that obtained by investor agent LUR except for strategy LSP 5. If LSP has a value of 1, the investor agent LUR loses 22,84% of its investment capital. In contrast, the investor agent HUR loses 4,68%. The difference between the investor agents in the final capital obtained is 23,5%. If LSP has a value of 2, investor agent LUR loses 2,92%. In contrast, investor agent HUR finished with virtually the same initial investment capital, obtaining a marginal profitability of 0,33%. From LSP 3 onward, both types of investor agent obtain positive profitability. For LSP 3 and 4, investor agent HUR obtained a better profitability than investor agent LUR: 6,3% versus 4,3%, respectively. For LSP 5, investor agent LUR obtained 0,5% more profitability than investor agent HUR. In contrast, for LSP 6, investor agent HUR obtained 3,4% more profitability than investor agent LUR. For LSP 7 and 8, both types of investor agent obtained the same final investment capital of US$18.365. Fig. 3 graphically shows the final capital obtained by the use of a restricted emotional bandwidth (B1) and an extended emotional bandwidth (B2) for investor agents HUR and LUR. Note that if the value of LSP is 1, all configurations lose investment capital. In this case, the investor agents that use HUR obtain better results than do the investor agents that use LUR. If the value of LSP is 2, the investor agents that use a restricted emotional bandwidth (B1) obtain positive profitability. In addition, the investor agents that use an extended emotional bandwidth (B2) obtain marginal positive results (using HUR) and suffer a loss (using LUR). From LSP 3 onward, all configurations yield a positive profitability. For LSP 7 and 8, all configurations obtain the same final result, representing a maximum of profitability. In other cases, the investor agents that use B1 and HUR always obtain the highest profitability compared with other configurations. In particular, they always obtain better results than investor agents that use B1 and LUR. Investor agents that use B2 and HUR obtain better results than investor agents that use B2 and LUR, with the exception of LSP 5. The above considerations and findings indicate that the use of a high update rate over EIF has a positive influence on the effectiveness of the investment decisions. Table 5 shows the number of excesses observed in the emotional behavior of investor agents when a restricted emotional bandwidth is used. In the same sense, Table 6 shows the number of excesses observed when an extended emotional bandwidth is used.
An excess means that the emotional behavior reaches and exceeds the emotional limit established by the emotional bandwidth. For example, for an emotional bandwidth with a value of 1, an upper limit excess is represented by an emotional value greater than 1, and a lower limit excess is represented by an emotional value less than −1. Whenever the emotional limit is exceeded, the emotional stabilizer mechanism is activated according to (7) .
Note that because the excesses were recorded during the same experimental tests explained above, each row of data associated with a specific LSP strategy corresponds to results obtained from a set of 30 different and independent experiments. For example, note that in table 5, row LSP 1, 5 lower limit excesses were observed for IA-LUR; this observation implies that in 30 experiments, 5 excesses were observed. In the same sense, the average of 0, 17 corresponds to the number of excesses (on average) per each of the 30 different experiments. Therefore, it is possible that some experiments do not show excesses in their behavior or, alternatively, that an experiment can show more than one excess in its behavior. Table 5 shows that when using a low update ratio, the number of upper limit excesses is zero and the number of lower limit excesses is very low, with excesses observed for LSP 1, 5 and 8. Meanwhile, the same table shows that using a high update ratio, the number of upper limit excesses increased substantially, with the greatest number of excesses observed for LSP 2 and 1. Similarly, the number of lower limit excesses increased, with the greatest number of excesses observed for LSP 7, 5 and 8. In contrast, Table 6 shows that using a low update ratio, the number of excesses (upper and lower) is zero. Furthermore, using a high update ratio, the number of upper and lower limit excesses shows an increase, but less so than in Table 5 . The number of upper limit excesses is greatest for LSP 1 and 2, and the number of lower limit excesses is greatest for LSP 6, 4 and 8.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show an example of behavioral alignment between the average profitability and emotional behavior, using HUR with LSP 1 and HUR with LSP 2, respectively.
Note that in each trading period and based on the profitability behavior, the emotional reactions are calculated separately for each component of the investment portfolio. In this sense, each stock in the portfolio generates an independent emotional reaction, modifying the values of the last existing emotional state. Recall that one of the components included in (7) corresponds to a random value from the interval [0, 1], used with the aim to prevent the deterministic emotional behavior. Therefore, if a specific stock of the portfolio has a negative profitability, this implies a decrease in the valuation of the emotional band specifically associated with profitability.
In turn, observing a positive value of profitability, the valuation of the specific emotional band associated with the profitability also increases. Furthermore, not every change in VOLUME 6, 2018 the profitability of a stock will necessarily generate the same emotional reaction in value or in proportion. For a specific trading period, given a portfolio of two stocks, namely, a stock with positive profitability and another stock with negative profitability, it is possible that the average profitability is positive.
However, the average behavior of emotional reactions is not necessarily symmetric with respect to the average behavior of profitability, since eventually the negative profitability of the first stock could generate an emotional reaction to a downward movement that is more intense than the emo- tional reaction to the upward movement generated by a positive profitability of the second stock of the portfolio. The above observation can also be applied in the opposite sense: a positive profitability of the first stock, with a percentage value of X, could generate an emotional reaction to an upward movement that is more intense than the emotional reaction to a downward movement generated by the negative profitability of the second stock, also with a percentage value of X. An example of a non-symmetric behavior can be observed from trading period 23 to trading period 25 in Fig. 5 .
Finally, the simulations that generated the data of Tables 2, 3 and 4 were subjected to a linear regression analysis (see Table 7 ), taking the final profitability percentage of the investment portfolio as a dependent variable (r), with the initial investment capital (US$10.000) as the reference value. In addition, different values of explanatory variables were considered: the breadth of the emotional bandwidth (EB), with values of 1 and 2; the LSP parameter with values from 1 to 8; and EIF, with values of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. A sample of 1200 independent observations was used. Table 7 shows the linear regression model obtained (r). In this analysis, the regression explains 60,72% of the total variance of the final profitability percentage obtained from the initial investment portfolio. The estimators LSP and EIF are significant at a 95% confidence level. Each additional unit of LSP (holding other variables constant) contributes, on average, an increase of 14,97% of the final profitability obtained. Similarly, each additional unit of the EIF factor contributes an increase of 14,94% of the final profitability obtained.
Each additional unit of the EB variable contributes, on average, a 2,9% decrease in final profitability. However, this variable was not statistically significant at the 5% level. The distribution of the model errors is nearly normal (symmetry close to zero and kurtosis value close to 3) according to the STATA test. The covariance between the errors and the independent variables are close to zero, and the low correlation between the independent variables reduces the presence of multicollinearity. Furthermore, the regression was corrected for heteroscedasticity [60] .
VI. DISCUSSION
The results obtained in test 1 show that in general, applying an emotional stabilizer using an affective autonomous decisionmaking system improves the effectiveness of the decisions. In addition, the results of test 2 show that using a restricted band and HUR can positively affect the final results. More precisely, the linear regression analysis shows that the value of LSP and the EIF are relevant to the percentage of final profitability obtained. In terms of the influence of LSP on the percentage of final profitability obtained, one possible explanation is that the assessment of this factor facilitates the definition of strategies for short-term investment (low value of LSP) and for long-term investment (high value of LSP). In this respect, the combination ''aggressive strategy'' and short-term horizon (i.e., LSP value 1-2) is less effective than the combination ''aggressive strategy'' and long-term horizon (i.e., LSP value 6-8). Therefore, for the same investment strategy (in the experiment realized, ''aggressive strategy''), the LSP valuation can be effective if this factor is defined relative to a long-term horizon, but it can be ineffective if this factor is defined relative to a short-term horizon.
In contrast, the influence of EIF on the percentage of final profitability obtained can be explained by the impact of the value of each artificial emotion in equation (3) associated with the calculation of portfolio selectivity. Each fluctuation observed in the value of the investment portfolio generates an update in the emotional state of the artificial investor. In this sense, a low EIF value (e.g., 0.1) can generate small emotional changes in each trading period. In turn, a high EIF value (e.g., 0.5) can generate more-important emotional changes in each trading period. In any case, the rate of emotional update has a clear impact on how the artificial emotions are valued, which in turn influences the calculation of the portfolio selectivity.
In another sense, although the linear regression analysis was inconclusive regarding the relevance of the emotional bandwidth value band in the final percentage of profitability, the use of a high update rate (HUR) with a restricted emotional bandwidth shows a better effectiveness than other combinations, as indicated in table 5. Each time an artificial emotion reaches a limit of the emotional band, the emotional stabilization mechanism is activated.
Currently, the electronic platforms that allow the management of stock exchange transactions require an initial definition of parameters by the human investor, usually based on technical parameters (for example, a stock price value that, when reached, results in a purchase or sale of stocks). In this sense, electronic platforms do not entail autonomous investment behavior; rather, they must strictly follow the indications defined by a human investor. In contrast, artificial affectivity has emerged as a new step forward in the definition of decision support systems, representing an opportunity to establish new mechanisms to support and provide autonomous behavior in decision-making systems.
The use of an emotional stabilizer can be incorporated into any autonomous system for decision-making that has an affective artificial dimension based on emotions and in which, according to human behavior, the behavior of the affective artificial dimension is based on non-deterministic rules of emotional updating. Thus, emotional stabilization should promote the control of the affective artificial dimension without interfering disproportionately with the non-deterministic nature of the emotional dimension.
The analysis of the use and behavior of artificial affectivity in autonomous decision-making systems facilitates an understanding of their performance and degree of applicability, promoting the detection of weaknesses and potential. This represents a central aspect of the increasing use of the artificial emotional dimension in autonomous systems, opening up possibilities for increasing the number and types of affective criteria used in decision-making and extending the types of application domains.
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The delegation of decision-making in autonomous systems represents a challenging and developing field. The design of a decision-support system as a tool that generates indicators and shows it to the user as a set of visual features on a dashboard (where the user makes every decision) has been gradually giving way to the design of an autonomous system that, taking technical knowledge and criteria for the domain, makes decisions on behalf of the user. In this sense, the use of artificial emotions furnishes a promising alternative in the definition of decision-making systems with real autonomy.
VII. CONCLUSION
An affective algorithm that incorporates an emotional stabilizer mechanism for affective artificial investors in a stock market domain was presented. Its importance is that it represents a promising effort towards a definition of stabilization mechanisms for artificial emotions used in autonomous decision-making systems. The affective algorithm for supporting investing operations allows the incorporation of an emotional stabilizer mechanism. The definition of an experimental scenario based on official free-access data from the New York Stock Exchange facilitated the numerical experiments reported in this study.
The limitations of the proposal are as follows: First, the results obtained are not instances of stable behavior, and the effectiveness of the decision-making process does not show the same degree of accuracy in all configurations. In this case, increased experimentation represents a feasible solution.
Second, the artificial emotions considered in this study are not used as a single mechanism to perform a business action (for example, sell a stock) but are used as decision criteria within a mathematical formula for calculating the selectivity of a stock. Considering the above, a possible extension of this study would be to incorporate variations in artificial emotions as signals to an artificial investor. For example, based on the investor's experience, an emotional behavior can represent a signal to buy a stock, wait for another opportunity, or maintain an investment portfolio, without needing to use a mathematical formula to calculate the portfolio performance.
Third, the stabilizing mechanism was tested only in the domain of the stock market, which is associated with three different criteria, namely, profitability, risk, and the probability of loss. In this sense, it is necessary to test this stabilizing mechanism in another type of domain (for example, purchasing decisions in retail), with the aim of exploring how the emotional stabilization can improve the decision-making process. People can reach an elevated and intense emotional state, for example, when observing a special sale. Hence, an autonomous affective decision-making system for purchase decisions can control a possible euphoric state (using an emotional stabilizer mechanism). It is clear that the purchase decision depends on the degree of control applied to the emotional behavior. An initial effort related to the incorporation of the affective dimension within an autonomous decision-making system for purchasing decisions has been presented in [61] .
Fourth, the affective decision-making algorithm currently considers three pairs of basic emotions: joy and sadness; fear and trust; and tranquility and anger. In the experimental scenario tested, the initial assessment of these emotional variables tries to represent a neutral emotional state. However, in the real world, the affective dimension varies from investor to investor, so it is certainly possible that there are different affective profiles (e.g., initial valuation of affective variables) as well as different affective reactions to the same investment situation.
One future direction of study would be to extend the proposed stabilizing mechanism, for example, by the incorporation of different stabilization rules (probabilistic or fuzzy rules). Another direction would be to extend the scope of the experimental scenario, e.g., by the incorporation of more artificial investors with the possibility that they can interact with each other. The success or failure of an artificial investor can represent an important source of information for its own investment strategies, which of course, are sustained permanently on the affective dimension.
On the other hand, another future research line would be to extend the experimental base, e.g., by the implementation of an on-line autonomous affective decision-making system with the aim of continuously observing different artificial emotional behaviors and testing different investment strategies in a real-time system.
Another future line of research corresponds to the use of decision-making scenarios that represent special decision conditions (for example, an economic shock scenario), where the use of an affective dimension within a unified rationalemotional decision scheme would allow one to verify different types of reactions and, at the same time, different degrees of effectiveness of the decisions made. In the same way, another line of future research corresponds to the definition of personality profiles for artificial agents of investment, conditioning the initial valuation of affective variables of each artificial agent and guiding the mechanisms of updating the affective state of each of them.
As a general implication of this work, the proposed emotional mechanism could be adapted not only for domains focused on optimizing user profit but also on behavior simulation under circumstances where emotions play a critical role. Consider how people react to natural disasters, or a driver's behavior on streets with high transit volume. These simulations can involve not only a single individual but also multiple individuals with different emotional profiles interacting and influencing the environment at the same time. Like the stock market domain, these applications could benefit from including emotional variables alongside random and rational behavior, with the particularity that the results are evaluated according to the accuracy of the simulation regarding reality.
